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For over fifty years, the stories of Paddington Bear have captivated generations of young readers.

This beautiful treasury, featuring R. W. Alley's classic art, collects six stories about Paddington Bear

filled with adventure, humor, and marmalade.Join Paddington as he meets the Browns, visits the

palace, goes to the zoo, and much more! This treasury is a wonderful introduction to the bear who

delights and charms everyone he meets, and is a celebration of Paddington's enduring

popularity.The treasury includes the complete text and art of the following beloved picture books:

Paddington, Paddington at the Palace, Paddington at the Zoo, Paddington in the Garden,

Paddington and the Marmalade Maze, and Paddington the Artist.Please look after this bear. Thank

you.
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Completely charming with lovely illustrations. I have a different edition also with the longer text but

this version is much more accessible for my 4 year old and probably easier for most young

elementary kids as well. This is a great introduction to the classic stories.

My ten-year-old daughter and I are great fans of Paddington Bear, and we both greatly enjoyed the

stories in this book. We read one story out loud to each other every night, and once all six stories



had been read, we agreed they were so good, we were going to re-read them again. It's nice to

have a break from the more serious and grown-up books once in a while, and I'm sure fans of

Paddington Bear of all ages will agree!The six stories in this collection are:PaddingtonPaddington at

the PalacePaddington at the ZooPaddington in the GardenPaddington and the Marmalade

MazePaddington the ArtistEach story is beautifully-illustrated with lots of color illustrations and

makes this a wonderful and engaging collection that will be treasured for many years to come. Long

live Paddington Bear!

Brilliant, classic and something to be cherished! Paddington is what childhoods are built around,

reading this treasury was like stepping back into the days of youth. Watching my children's eye

expand and interest peeked when reading this aloud to them was such a gift. This is a book that

needs to be in every child's library and one that would make a perfect baby gift! 5 stars!

It's a wonderful hard covered book. I got it for a book gift exchange at our local library for Christmas.

I read a few stories to my son before wrapping it. He enjoyed it. Paddington Bear is a classic series

that every child will love.

Since Paddington Bear first arrived in London from Peru, he's captured the hearts of fans for

generations. As a kid, I remember first meeting Paddington. Like the Brown family, I found myself

loving this adventurous bear. Unfortunately mischief tends to fall Paddington as he learns to adjust

to his new life in London, making his adventures that much more memorable. I think that's one of

the things that fans have loved about Paddington.This treasury is a must have for fans of

Paddington Bear! Now fans can relive Paddington's adventures over and over again with their own

treasury featuring six classic stories of this beloved bear. Stories included

are:PaddingtonPaddington at the PalacePaddington at the ZooPaddington in the GardenPaddington

and the Marmalade MazePaddington the ArtistThis collection of stories is the perfect thing to pick up

after you watch Paddington Bear the movie. You've not yet seen the family friendly, I highly

recommend it. The Paddington Treasury is also the perfect thing to add to your bed story book

collection. The illustrations are great addition to Paddington's stories. Now the only thing I need to

add to this book, is a Paddington Bear of our own.Whether you've been a long standing fan of

Paddington Bear, or are just getting familiar with him, I highly recommend picking up this great

treasury of Paddington's adventures.



An absolute favorite in our house. Wonderful stories and vivid illustrations on every page make this

a go to book during bed time. Very pleased to have found it.

I grew up in England and Paddington Bear was a staple of my childhood. I can't understand what

took me so long to finally buy this book. I have loved re-reading it. Sadly my children are grown now,

so I will be saving it to read to my grandchildren.

Great for bedtime!! The stories are interesting and funny enough to keep kids engaged, but not

enough to get them energized again before bed. Cute illustrations but the colors are not super

bright, so it won't keep kids awake when it's time to rest. I can read 2 of these and my daughter falls

right asleep.
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